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Abstract: Business Process Reengineering is a holistic approach that preparing  and  heading  organizations
for  "change".  This  method considers the business processes as the main issues for Reengineering. But a
close examination of BPR project indicates that the main reason of its failure is its structure and way of
implementation. This article represents the executive steps of BPR implementation within the four phases of
RUP methodology as a way to prevent its failure because of the weakness of its structure. And it also, studies
the adaptation of this methodology whit BPR and its results. To prove the proportion of this method, we had
implemented a BPR project with RUP methodology in Mazda Yadak Company (MYC). After running the self-
assessment of EFQM model in this company, its Guarantee process had identified as the most strategic priority
of its key processes. As the Business Process Reengineering Used as an approach for generating enormous
changes in the organizations, MYC applied this method for creating a fundamental change in this process and
also it used the methodology of RUP and Portal technology with Web Application Base Methods to support
this project. Achieving the qualitative and quantitative outcome of this project, clarifies the proportion of the
supporting methodology and Approaches (Project management, Change management, innovation and
invention management and …) applied to the project, with the total organizational objectives. 
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INTRODUCTION not only cross functional departments within the

The  dazzling  mutation  of management science in organization’s boundaries and include customers and
20th centuries has moved traditional workshops towards suppliers, as if they were part of the organization. A
virtual organizations. The turbulence of the organizational process has been started before the organization is
environment forces the manager to change the structure involved and will probably be continued by the customer
and the way of doing their business processes according [4]. A BPR project is extremely pervasive. The effect is a
to environmental changes. For this reason, BPR has substantial modification of all organization processes and
become  one  of  the most impotent managerial tools in relationships. The main results of a BPR project can
this century. BPR is the analysis and design of workflows therefore be summarized as follows [5]:
and processes within and between organizations [1]. In
other words, it is the fundamental rethinking and radical Strategic in concept.
reengineering of business processes to achieve dramatic New business priorities based on value and customer
improvements in critical, contemporary measures of requirements (customer driven, output focused) with
performance, such as cost, quality and service [2]. Or we concentration on process (focus on key business
can describe it as the use of evolutionary tools/ processes) as a means of improving product, service
techniques combined with enabling technologies to and profitability.
provide an explosive mix to make dramatic change New approaches to organizing and motivating people
throughout   the    organization   [3].   By  implementing inside and outside the enterprise
Re-engineering, the entire organizational structure New approaches to the use of technology in
changes, from the Hierarchical structure to the Process- developing, producing and delivering goods and
Centered Structure. Processes, according to Hammer, are services

organization, but also should break away from the
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Redefined roles for suppliers, including outsourcing, Failing to distinguish Reengineering from other
joint development, quick response, just-in-time business improvement programs [e.g. quality
inventory and support improvement, strategic alignment, right-sizing,
Redefined roles for clients and customers providing customer-supplier partnerships, innovation,
them with more direct and active participation in the empowerment, etc.] 
enterprise’s business processes Concentrating exclusively on design [forgetting

Therefore  we  can  list  the  objectives  of  BPR  as Trying to make Reengineering happen without
below [1]: making anyone unhappy. 

To dramatically reduce cost Reengineering changes 
Reduce time Dragging the effort out [1 year is long enough] 
To dramatically improve output quality
To dramatically improve Quality of work life (QWL) Business Process Reengineering (BPR) efforts are
/learning/empowerment. reported to be failing to meet their goals at a rate of 70%

[Champy 95]. The salient observation about this statistic
But like the other Projects, BPR project faces the is that an enterprise or organization would have to be

failure. According to Hammer and Champy there are facing critical business issues or have considerable
several reasons for BPR Failure such as [6]: problems to attempt a high-risk, highly visible BPR

Trying to fix a process instead of changing it However, a closer examination of this failure statistic must
Not focusing on business processes be warranted to provide meaning into how to reduce this
Ignoring   everything   except   process statistic. Experts contend that there are three primary
Reengineering [e.g. reorganization, reward system, reasons attributed to failing BPR efforts. The first reason
labor relationships, redefinition of responsibility and is the lack of an adequate business case resulting in
authority] unclear, unreasonable, or unjustifiable expectations for
Neglecting people's values and beliefs [need to what is wanted or expected to result from a BPR effort. A
reward behavior that exhibits new values and second reason can be the absence of robust and reliable
behavior] technology and methodologies for performing BPR so
Be willing to settle for minor results that there is a failing in executing BPR efforts. A third
Quitting too early reason  is an incomplete or inadequate implementation.
Placing    prior     constraints     on     the  definition Re-orienting a traditional organization from a function to
of the problem and the scope for re-engineering a process focus requires a major cultural change in the
effort. organization. It also requires major change to the
Allowing existing corporate cultures and information systems that support the organization. The
management attitudes to prevent Reengineering from organization does not know what to expect and is often
getting started. [e.g. consensus, short termism, bias surprised, angered, or threatened by the change
against conflict] proposed. If the project does not correctly manage the
Trying to make Reengineering happen from the expectations of the organization it will not be allowed to
bottom up finish what was started.
Assigning someone who doesn't understand However, a closer examination of BPR steps indicates
Reengineering to lead the effort. the  structure   and  the  way  of  implementing  BPR
Skimping on the resources to Reengineer project as its reason of failure. The most conquering
Burying Reengineering in the middle of the corporate methodology of planning BPR project is system
agenda. development life cycle (SDLC) or SSADM (as a branch of
Dissipating energy across a great many Information engineering (IE)) which their dominant
Reengineering projects. paradigm is known as waterfall structure.
Attempting to Reengineer when the CEO is 2 years Davenport prescribes a five-step approach to the
from retirement Business Process Reengineering model [2]:

implementation]

Pulling back when people resist making

project, given these significant chances of failing.
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Develop the business vision and process objectives: In this paper, we try to resolve the weakness of
The BPR method is driven by a business vision planning and implementing structure of BPR project and
which implies specific business objectives such as assuring  its  successful  implementations  by  using
cost reduction, time reduction, output quality object oriented methodology, specially RUP procedure
improvement. (which  in   idiomatic     mistake,    called   methodology).
Identify the business processes to be Reengineering: To  test the efficiency and effectiveness of our method,
most firms use the 'High- Impact' approach which we chose MYC (one of the lunar company of Mazda
focuses on the most important processes or those Motor) as a successful case study in implementing BPR
that conflict most with the business vision. Lesser with RUP methodology.
number of firms uses the 'Exhaustive approach' that
attempts to identify all the processes within an What is RUP: RUP is an iterative and requirement
organization and then prioritize them in order of oriented methodology including both dynamic and static
reengineering urgency. structure for implementing the engineering Process and
Understand and measure the existing processes: for Software productions [8]. This methodology uses a spiral
avoiding the repeating of old mistakes and for movement to achieve its objective, which called Iterative
providing a baseline for future improvements. Incremental [9]. Its main purpose is to meet and satisfying
Identify IT levers: awareness of IT capabilities can the requirement of the Actors. Actor is an external person,
and should influence BPR. company or another thing which imposes a need and
Design and build a prototype of the new process: the requirement to the organization and the organization had
actual design should not be viewed as the end of the to fulfill it like customer, supplier, government and e.g.
BPR process. Rather, it should be viewed as a RUP's steps towards its final goals are [8]:
prototype, with successive iterations. The metaphor
of prototype aligns the Business Process Building a Business model
Reengineering approach with quick delivery of Building an Information system
results and the involvement and satisfaction of Building a Software system
customers.

This methodology uses 4 rules for implementing
Refined and detailed BPR principles by Hammer, these steps:

Champy and Davenport are listed below [5, 6, 7]:

Distinguish between Value-Adding, Non-Value- Business Designer for Information system
Adding and Waste activities. Try to obliterate non- System Analyst for Software system
value-adding and waste activities. and Technical Reviewer
Simplify and annihilate processes, so to reduce
cycle-time and cost. As mentioned above, RUP has both dynamic and
Keep only these processes that will add more value static structure. Its dynamic structure is including four
than if they were outsourced. phase (inception, elaboration, construction and transition)
Set out-of-reach, not out-of-sight targets. and has the same concept as Deming's PDCA cycle [9].
Re-think functions and processes. This structure has the same specifications as the
Use IT as an enabler. Waterfall methodologies. This structure represents time
Empower people and consider employees as process- dimension of the project and also indicate iteration which
performers, professionals. Reverse the Industrial is the most competitive advantageous of RUP against its
Revolution, which decomposed process into tasks competitors.
resulting in employee de-skilling. In addition to its Iterative incremental characteristics,
Each process should be customer-focused. the most difference between RUP and Waterfall
Use benchmarking against “best of breed” in their methodologies is its static structure [10]. Unlike the other
industry. methodologies  that  finishing  the  project  is  dependent
And above all – challenge outdated organizational to  the  fulfillment  of  its  phases,  in  RUP  methodology,
principles, question fundamental assumptions and the  fulfillment  of  each  phases  and  the  entire  project
underlying operations. is  dependence  to  the  fulfillment  of its static structure or

Business Process Analyst for Business Modeling
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Fig. 1: RUP's Steps

Fig. 2: RUP's Phases (Dynamic Structure)

Fig. 3: RUP's Discipline (Static Structure)

disciplines.  Disciplines  are sets of roles and activities
that  with  their  fulfillment  in  the  framework  of  static
and dynamic structure of RUP, project will move from
Business modeling towards software system. the
difference between RUP disciplines and the tasks in the
PDCA cycle is: by finishing each phase of the PDCA
cycle, related task would finished and they would never
started until the whole phases of PDCA complete and in
the next cycle each task will start from the beginning [9].
It means that in the long term projects, tasks which related
to the planning phase, implemented in the primary period
of project and it will not rearrange until the phase of DO,
CHECK and ACT fulfilled. Whiles in RUP methodology,
the fulfillment of each discipline is not dependent to the
fulfillment of the phases. And the most interesting point
is  that  the progress of a discipline will never become zero

in  a  specific  phase.  But the priority of each discipline
will  change  in  accordance to the concept of the phases
in  the  dynamic  structure.  This characteristic will make
us capable  of  implementing  the  tasks  related  to  plan,
do, check and act phases with the different priority in
each phase.

Case Study: For example, changes in the needs and
requirements  of  the actors in a long term project can
cause its  outcome become unaccepted by them. In
PDCA method, if the length of a cycle becomes  to  long,
it would not be possible to identify the new needs and
requirements of the actors, because the task related to the
needs and requirements identification finished in the
planning phase and this blind spot would lead to project
failure. Whiles in RUP methodology, by implementing the
Business Modeling and Requirement disciplines in all
phases and also by identifying new requirements and
analyzing the project according to them in iterations, we
would prevent our project to be failed. For this reason we
represent some of RUP advantageous on waterfall
methodologies [10]:

Identifying new needs, requirements and Redesign
the project according to them
Conflation of all project team efforts in iterations
instead of conflating them at the end of the project
which consume a lot of time and energy and cause
project fail.
Having    implementation    and    test    discipline  in
all  phases  instead  of  doing  this  task  at  the  end
of the project. In this cases if we fallow the common
methodologies,  it  is not possible to identify
potential  causes  of  the  failure  and  at  the  end,  in
the implementation of the project, the potentials
become real.
Reengineering and reconstructing the project after
each iterations
Providing the opportunity for the project team
members to learn from their mistakes in iterations
without threatening the project.

Business Process Reengineering with RUP
Methodology: Business modeling in RUP methodology
has six scenarios: [11]

Organizational chart
Domain modeling
One business many systems
Generic business model
New business
Revamp (Business Process reengineering)
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The sixth scenario declares that if an organization has The main role in this phase would performed by
decided to completely revamp their way of doing business Business Process Analyst in the form of BPR team’s
(Business reengineering), business modeling is one or membership. Main focus of this phase is on the Business
several projects in its own right. Typically, Business modeling, requirement, analyze and design disciplines.
reengineering is done in several stages: envision the new This phase of RUP makes organizations capable of
business, reverse-engineering the existing business, preventing its BPR project to be failed because of the lack
forward-engineering  the  new business and install the of an adequate business case resulting in unclear,
new business [11]. For implementing Business Process unreasonable, or unjustifiable expectations for what is
reengineering with RUP methodology and creating a wanted or expected to result from a BPR effort. This Phase
software system as an output of this project, we must provide the foundation of BPR project.
fallow its steps in RUP phases.

Case  Study:  MYC  (a company which managing about planning implemented parallel because both of these
180 after sale service representatives and dealers of projects was a subsystem of managing process of the
Mazda motors in Iran) had recognized its guarantee organization and have a close relationship an interaction
Processes as the most strategic areas of improvement with each other.
according   to   EFQM   self-assessment.   The  outcome Strategic planning was started with the review of
of  this  self-assessment  represented  the  dissatisfaction mission, vision, organization strategies, unit strategies,
of the Actors (especially costumer) and low score of unit plans and goals and at the end of this phase, the first
Inspection by Standard and Quality Inspection version of our Goal model designed.
organization of Iran (about 53 out of 100) as the driver of Then  the  team  of Process Modeler (including
this decision making. Giving the after sale service to our experts from each unit) identified the needs, requirements
customers had become more time and cost consumer and expectations of our Actors with the Cano and
because of the weakness and discrete of our software questioner\interview approaches. these needs,
systems, deficiency of our guarantee processes as one of requirements  and  expectations,  then  modeled in the
our main processes, benefit decrement of the company form of use Case diagram as the Core, Support and
and as a result, the stockholder displeasure. For this management business use case model (according to
reason, the managing director decided to use BPR to Zachman model which divide all process of the
create enormous changes and improvements in our organization in three categories: Core, Supporting and
guarantee processes. management processes). After finishing this task,

First Phase of RUP, Inception: In this phase of RUP Support and management business use case (even the
below tasks most placed in the priority of project teams: formula which use in the processes) with the ability of

Identify the scope of the project The managing director of the organization decided
Identify current business status from SWOT view that the role of Business Process analyst fulfilled with all
point in the form of Assess Business Status Managers and advisers of the organization. For this
Identify the Actors of the organization and their reason, BPR team was organized with all managers and
requirement and expectations advisors of the organization as its members. Their
Identify the goals and requirements of the Actors functions in this phase were identifying the project
from the project objectives and the scope of the BPR project of guarantee
Model the organization's strategic planning with the processes. Identified objectives were:
ability of RUP for modeling them in a Class diagram
of Rational Rose (case tool of RUP), called Goal Modeling the current way of doing the guarantee
Modeling. processes
Establishing a team to identifying current way of Identifying the optimize processes
performing processes and model them with using Creating a system for monitoring these processes
UML in Use case and Activity Diagram by rational Eliminate processes which do not add value to the
Rose service

Case Study: In MYC, process management and strategic

Modeler Team began to model all the detail of this Core,

Rational Rose, called Activity diagram.
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Fig. 4: Goal Model of Strategic planning in Rational Rose (It is just a sample)

Fig. 5: Use Case Model of Our Repair Service Processes in Rational Rose (It is just a sample)
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Fig. 6: Linking Goals to processes (It is just a sample)

Creating a system for sensitivity analyses of these Case Study: After finishing the first phase of RUP in
processes MYC, the Goal Model of strategic planning had been
Creating a system which relate the activities to the reviewed and aligned with the needs, requirements and
organizational goals expectations of the Actors identified in the same phase.

Iterations: Iterations roles are as same as the roles of the Second Phase of RUP, Elaboration: in addition to
Assessment and Review in scoring method of RADAR in business process analyst, business designer will play
EFQM. In iterations every movement in the project roles in this phase too. Main focus of this phase is on the
reviewed and aligned to the goal of entire project and the implementation, Analyze and design discipline and the
other tasks, till that moment. Iterations will lead to other disciplines like Business modeling and requirement
identifying potential causes of project failure and let the still implemented wit lower priority. In this phase, Modeler
project team to eliminate theses causes. Also during each team analyzes the Goal Model of strategic planning and
one, new needs, requirements and expectations of actor the model of current processes. Then they would relate
identified, analyzed and if it is necessary, with the lowest the  classes  (in  the  form  of Goal Class) in the Goal
cost and in the shorter period of time, the planning, Model to all related activity and Use Cases in model of
objectives and the way of entire project will be rearranged. current  processes.  According  to  the  concept  of  RUP,
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Table 1: Satisfaction of BPR Assumption in RUP

Assumptions of BPR Satisfaction of BPR Assumption in RUP

Organizations are full of unwritten Rules Identifying Business Rules and discipline in Business modeling discipline

Costumer have got more power in now days Identifying Needs and requirement of customer in the form of Requirement discipline

Major process of the organizations in none value added Recognizing the none value added process according to the Needs and requirement of the Actors
and the Goal of the organization in the Goal model

IT will make an huge change in the processes Using the UML and Case tools of RUP (Rational Rose) and Moving from Business
Model to software system

Organizing according to processes Using the Zachman method in modeling the business in Business modeling discipline

Customers are looking for results Identifying Needs and requirement of customer in the form of Requirement discipline

Table 2: Satisfaction of BPR Principles in RUP

Principle of BPR Satisfaction of BPR Principles in RUP

Organizing according to processes Using Zachman method in Business modeling discipline and organizing the organization according to its processes

Simplification of Business Processes Simplification of Processes in second phase of RUP in the form of Business Process Modeling

Accretion of Business Processes Accretion of Processes and Strategies in second phase of RUP in the form of Business Process Modeling

Separation of processes with Detailed the processes with the Capability of RUP Case tool in second phase of RUP in the form
the same name but different in details of Business Modeling

Dedicational thinking about using IT Analyzing the processes according to the Need and requirement of the Actors and think about how to fulfill them
with the capability of our IT

we  can  consider  a  Process  to  be value added if it their flows, properties and Activities with the help of
directly satisfies one or more needs, requirements and Activity, sequence, collaboration, statechart diagrams in
expectations of one or more Actors. if there is a process Rational Rose. 
in the organization which dose not satisfy a need,
requirement  and   expectation   of   an   Actor   and  also Case Study: In this phase, the Goal Classes in the Goal
it  is not  related  to  one  of  the  Goal  Class  of  Goal Model of MYC related to the guarantee processes. In this
Model (according to Zachman Model  [12],  Support  and part,  some of our processes which was not related to
management   business  use  case do not directly satisfy none of our Goal Classes and also do not satisfy our
a  need,  requirement  and  expectation  of an actor but Actors need, eliminated. Then some brain storm meeting
they  are  related  to  the  objectives  of the organization held with the managers, advisors and experts. And with
and in sequence, they increase the efficiency and the help of IT team, we question all of our guarantee
effectiveness of the core processes) it would not be a processes about how they implement. At the end of these
value added process and most eliminate. In this phase, meetings, the optimize Activity and use case diagram
business process analysts must simplify, accrete and obtained.
optimize the value added processes according to the At the second iteration of our project, a brain storm
ability and attainability of IT. In this condition, according meeting held with the representatives of our Actors and
to the needs, requirements and expectations of the their needs, requirements and expectations reviewed.
Actors, new value added processes (if necessary) must be After that, required changes have been made in the
created. Also because of the new roles and tasks creation planning, Goal Model, optimized Use Cases and Activity
and assignment, the organizational chart most be diagrams with the help of BPR team members.
redesigned according to Goal Model of strategic planning. After finishing the second iteration, Business
At the middle of this phase, iteration  occurs  and again, designers identified the Workers, Events and Entities with
necessary changes made in the project, Goal Model, analyzing the optimized Activity diagrams and with the
needs, requirements and expectations  of the Actors and approach of interview and practicing, they designed the
the optimized model would assess, conflate and reviewed property of each Class.
according to these changes. In  the  third  iteration, identified   Classes  referred

Also in this phase, business designers begin to to the BPR team to analyze if they are related to the
identify Events, Workers, Entities and the other Classes optimize   Activity    diagrams    and   Goal   Classes   in
which are needed to create Information system and design the Goal Model of strategic planning. With the
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conformation  of   Class  properties,  Data-base The Sixth iteration occurs at the end of this phase
foundation formed, which is needed to create and the resulted application (guarantee portlet) reviewed
organizational Software systems. according to the optimized activity diagrams to assure its

Third phase of RUP, Construction: In this Phase, the role
of Business Process Analyst becomes lighter because Forth phase of RUP, Transition: In this phase, the alpha
Business Modeling and Requirement discipline lost their version of the application run parallel to the current
priorities. In addition to Business Designer, System applications and the required changes made in to it.
Analyst also plays role. In this phase some disciplines like Fulfillment of this step is possible by close interaction
Implementation, Test and Deployment, got the higher with Workers, end users and Actors. At the seventh
priority and for this reason, BPR team begin to determine iteration, the last requirements identified and the
some measures to indicate and monitor the effectiveness necessary changes made in the alpha version of the
of the improvements. Then System Analysts begin to application and then Beta version released and the current
design the data-base of the application (software system) process and application abolished.
according  to  the  foundation  created in the third phase
of RUP. After preparation of the data-bases, System Case Study: In MYC the portlet of guarantee with the
Analysts start to create the structure of the application to infrastructure of portal triggered parallel to the FoxPro
be programmed. After identification of the measures, the system. In this step our System Analysts Work closely to
forth iterations occur to rearrange the project according to Workers and end users and detected the necessary
possible changes. Fifth iteration occur after finishing the changes. At the end, the alpha version of the portlet
data-base generation and this data-base reviewed represented to the representatives of the actors and by
according to the optimized Activity diagrams, getting their last requirement, they released the Beta
Organization objectives, needs, requirements and version of the Portlet and in now days, About 180 dealers
expectations of the Actors. have to use this application. 

Case Study: In this phase, BPR team identifies some CONCLUSION
measures for monitoring the effectiveness of the
improvements such as: The results of this article are separated in three

Capitation of guarantee Cost
Delivery time Results about the way of implementing BPR project.
Reception time Results about the Relation between RUP
Income methodology and BPR project.
Customer satisfaction Results of implementing BPR with RUP methodology
Service times in MYC

In  the  next  step,  according to the outcome of Results about the Way of Implementing BPR Project:
EFQM self-assessment, our IT team identifies the according to what has been mentioned above, if the
infrastructure of MYC portal as one of our strengths and length of BPR project becomes too long, because of the
by considering the capability of the organization; they inflexibility of common structure of BPR methods, the
chose the Web Application Base Method for designing weaknesses in the sequence of tasks to be performed,
the application. With this decision, System Analysts changes to the requirements of the Actors and also a lack
began to design the Data-base of the application of mechanism to identify the potential causes of the
according to the classes identified in the previous phase failures, successful implementation of this projects failed.
and construct the infrastructure of the guarantee portlet. To prevent these failures occur, we suggest using
Parallel to these Activities the Code Writer Began to write methods with flexible structure, like RUP methodology.
the portlet of Guarantee as our solution to the problems. Another  cause  of  failures  in  BPR  project  is the
During this period of time, the forth and fifth iterations non-alignment  method  and  methodologies  used,  with
occur and because of the vicinity of the phases, no the  technology  and  capability  of  the  organizations. In
change detected. this cases, we recommend that organizations use an

alignment.

Categories:
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performance measurement systems, like EFQM, BSC and 3. Parker, J., 1993. May. An ABC guide to business
… to identify their strengths in the field of software and process   reengineering.   Industrial  Engineering,
hardware and also the unit to improve, which its 25(5): 52-53.
improvement has the higher impact to its benefits. 4. Hammer, M., 1996. Beyond reengineering: How the

Results about the Relation between RUP process-centred organisation is changing our work
methodology and BPR project: In addition to the and our lives. New York: Harper Collins.
consistency of BPR steps in both dynamic and static 5. http://www.isaca.org/Template.cfm?Section=homea
structure of RUP, as mentioned above, we can present the ndTemplate=/ContentManagement/ContentDisplay.
consistency of RUP with the principles and assumptions cfmandContentID=18679 .
of BPR in the fallowing tables: 6. Hammer, M., 1996. Beyond reengineering: How the

Results of implementing BPR with RUP methodology process-centred organisation is changing our work
in MYC: we can list the Main benefit gained form this and our lives. New York: Harper Collins.
project as below: 7. Hammer, M. and J. Champy, 1993. Reengineering the

Obtaining the Score of 60 from Inspection of New York: Harper Collins.
Standard  and  Quality Inspection organization of 8. Davenport, T.H., 1993. Process innovation:
Iran. Whiles the highest score obtained in our Reengineering work through information technology.
industry is 72. Boston: Harvard Business Press.
Reduction of Service Time from 10 to 2 hour. 9. Rational     Software        Corporation,      2003.
flexibility in processes "Rational Unified Process 2003.06," Available at:
More customer satisfactions http://www.rational.com/
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